Penetrating knife wounds to the orbital region: A report of two cases
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Abstract

Background: Penetrating knife injuries to the orbit are rare and infrequently reported. The orbit is a vulnerable area that provides access to the intracranial cavity, and a penetrating foreign object can injure eye, meninges and the central nervous system. The approach to treatment should be multidisciplinary, beginning with the trauma unit to provide airway maintenance and haemodynamic stabilization.

Objectives: The aim of the present was to describe and analyze penetrating knife injuries to the orbit, and discuss diverse types of orbital damage and treatments according to the kinematics of the trauma.

Materials and methods: It was a retrospective study, analysing 2 cases of penetrating knife injuries to the orbit reported at maxillofacial department.

Conclusions: Patients with knife penetrating wounds of the orbital region and orbital fractures are infrequent. The kinematics of traumatism, types of knife and force magnitude are fundamental factors to determine the damage produced by the knife and thus the treatment. Treatment should always be multidisciplinary and giving priority to vital structures and functions and the health of the ocular globe.

Introduction

Knife wounds to the maxillofacial region are infrequently reported; although they can be a significant life threat to the patient [1]. Orbital trauma is common in facial wounds and represents the second cause of blindness, making the health of the ocular globe a priority in cases of orbital wounds [2].

The orbit is a vulnerable area that provides access to the intracranial cavity, and a penetrating foreign object can injure meninges and the central nervous system. Orbitocraneal trauma has the highest mortality among other forms of maxillofacial trauma [3].

Triage states that the treatment of orbital fractures can be postponed until vital structures have been stabilized, usually calling for a multidisciplinary team [4]. We present two cases of knife wounds to the orbit, and discuss diverse types of orbital damage and treatments according to the kinematics of the trauma.

Case reports

Case 1

A 52 years old male patient presented to Maxillofacial Surgery Department, with a facial wound that had been inflicted by his 17 years old son with a kitchen knife an hour prior to his arrival. The patient himself, having been wounded on the right side of the face, retrieved the knife. He was stable, conscious and reported no changes in visual acuity of the right eye. On physical examination he presented ecchymoses, palpebral occlusion and an irregular wound in the right infraorbital region (Figure 1) without active bleeding. Ocular movements were normal and there was no apparent damage to the eye. A CT scan showed normal eye and muscle structures (Figures 2 and 3) and a pure blow blowout fracture of the orbital floor (Figure 4). The patient had brought with him the kitchen knife he had been assaulted with, (Figure 5) which had a curved blade, and he reported that the concave surface was facing downwards when he removed it. Soft tissues were explored, cleansed and sutured under local anesthetic. The blowout fracture was

Figure 1. Frontal view of the patient, with an irregular infraorbital wound, ecchymoses and palpebral occlusion.
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was placed and the wound was used to treat the fractures as a transconjunctival approach. The patient was given antitetanus prophylaxis, antibiotics and discharged two days later.

**Discussion**

Knife wounds to the maxillofacial region are infrequently reported in the literature. Cohen and Boyer-Varley, in 1986, reported a sample treated in a conservative manner. The patient was given antitetanus prophylaxis, antibiotics and discharged.

**Case 2**

A 58 years old male was brought in to Maxillofacial Surgery Department, conscious, stable and who reported having been attacked and injured in the eye with a knife, half an hour before admission. He presented a wound to the conjunctiva of the lower eyelid (Figures 6 and 7). A CT scan showed a penetrating wound to the right ocular globe (Figure 8) and an impure blowout fracture of the orbital floor (Figure 9). The Ophthalmology department performed evisceration of the right ocular globe. Setting of the orbital fractures and osteosynthesis was placed and the wound was used to treat the fractures as a transconjunctival approach. The patient was given antitetanus prophylaxis, antibiotics and discharged two days later.

**Discussion**

Knife wounds to the maxillofacial region are infrequently reported in the literature. Cohen and Boyer-Varley, in 1986, reported a sample
of 37 patients with penetrating wounds to the maxillofacial region of which only 4 were caused by knives [5]. Grobbelaar and Knottenbelt reported a series of 11 patients [6]. Hudson, in 1992, reported in South Africa 4 episodes in a 4-year period and Shinoshara et al presented 2 cases. The most recent literature presents a more statistically significant sample of 24 cases of knife wounds to the maxillofacial region of which none reported vascular damage or mortality, with rapid recovery and without adverse events [1,7,8]. There are scarce reports of knife wounds to the maxillofacial region and even less of orbital wounds orbit with fracture and ocular damage like the cases here reported.

In 1972 Jett et al evaluated the socioeconomic pattern of victims with penetrating knife and gunshot wounds [9]. The typical patient was male, 15 to 35 years old, drug user and from a low socioeconomic level. Incidents occurred usually on Friday or Saturday between 9 pm - 2 am and caused by domestic disputes. Our cases coincide partially since both patients are male, low socioeconomic level, only one corresponded to a domestic dispute and another to an assault, our patients were older, the incidents occurred on weekdays and there was no history of drug or alcohol use in the victims.

Usually, patients with knife wounds of the maxillofacial region present wounds to the thoracic and abdominal areas and cuts on the hands in an intent to defend themselves. This explains the low incidence of knife wounds to the face, since the hands protect it [1]. Our cases did not present wounds in other parts of the body.

Orbital fractures can be classified in two main groups: pure and impure [2]. One of our cases corresponded to a pure and the other to an impure fracture. The physical mechanisms of orbit fractures are subject of controversy. Most fractures occur behind the orbit rim and there is no direct contact of the bony walls with an external object, therefore they are considered indirect fractures [10-12]. In a few cases, such as the ones we report, an external object directly causes the orbital fracture. Oculocardiac reflex was not seen in either case [13]. Harris et al defined, in 1988, the Jael Syndrome as a penetrating knife wound of the maxillofacial region [14].

Most of the lesions resulting from domestic violence occur on the face and predominantly on the left side [15]. Our first patient was injured as a result of domestic violence while the second was assaulted, and both presented don the right side of the face.

The magnitude of force with which the knife impacts itself in the body is determinant for measuring the damage caused. A low level of force may be associated with skin and soft tissue penetration, while a moderate force is required to penetrate cartilage or a rib. A severe force is needed to penetrate dense bone. We consider that a moderate force was used in both of our cases since the fractured orbital structures are thin [16].

The knives commonly used in homicides and assaults are those available to the general population, such as domestic knives [16]. In Case 1 the knife used was a kitchen knife. In Case 2, the type of knife used was unknown. The geometry and shape of the point of the knife are the most relevant for the wound [17].

It is possible to differentiate between the kinematics of knife attacks: over and under the shoulder [18]. The speed of the knife as it enters the skin is approximately 7-10 m/s, although impacts at a slower speed may cause cranial wounds [19]. According to the biomechanics of a knife attack, forces of 2000 N and 70 J of energy can be produced [20].

In the first case the angle of the knife and the direction of the attack were determinant in not causing ocular or cerebral injuries, and caused only a pure fracture of the orbit floor without diplopia, dystopia and with normal ocular movements, classification A [21]. In the second case, the kinematic of the knife caused an impure fracture of the orbit and a penetrating wound to the ocular globe.

The incidence of ocular wounds in relation to blow out fractures is reported to be 20 to 30%, and most are minor wounds. Ocular lesions should not stand in the way of the repair of orbital fractures [2]. In the first case a primary treatment of the penetrating wounds and a conservative approach of the fracture was performed since there was no indication for surgical repair [22,23]. In the second case, the affected ocular globe was treated urgently and the orbital fracture was surgically repaired days later [24].

Conclusion

Concluding, knife penetrating wounds of the orbital region and orbital fractures are infrequent. The kinematics of traumatism, types of knife and force magnitude are fundamental factors to determine the damage produced by the knife and thus the treatment. Treatment should always be multidisciplinary and giving priority to vital structures and functions and the health of the ocular globe.
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